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Hi Stefan

Thanks for you comments, and your timing was more than Ok.

Based on you excellent comment I will list future work explicitly rather than the way
current draft.

That said ....I will list them for you so you don't have to wait....

Since the article was drafted more work has been done, and has emphasised the work
suggested in the conclusions, but the key ways ahead as indicated in the paper's
discussions and conclusions are:

(a) a method for determining the convection coefficient - recent work has provided a
method to give an approximation for a value dependent on temperature - but that is
another paper work. 

(b) related to (a) a literature based approximation of the convection coefficient based on
the Nussebt coefficient - also being investigated. 

(c) Determine if an ACP can be calibrated in a BB environment (also suggested in the
current paper - if it isn't it needs to be so I will check). I beleive the answer is yes regards
BB calibrations but in conditions not normally used for a domed pyrgeometer or IRIS - am
working on that now with Julian's help.

(d) A solar cal (with the concentrator replaced by a normal pyrheliometer tube) - in the
paper - to provide an initial SI traceable estimate of C if the pyrheliometer is also
referenced to SI without the problem of the convection coefficient.

(e) Using the heating cycle of the LSQ for calibration - also being done with the Davos
data and in the draft paper. However, it does require continuous monitoring of the signal
so some data collection methods need to be updated, but the Davos method is fine.

(f) Higher frequency measurements to confirm the phase difference between the base of
the instrument and the thermopile (i.e. moving to 5 or less second sampling). I will add
that to the paper. With now over 4 years of ACP96 data I beleive the phase difference is



between 9 and 15 s.

Again many thanks for you very helpful and direct comments.

Cheers, Bruce
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